














SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Good that they concede this.



SJHVDM
Sticky Note
I have no problem with this



SJHVDM
Sticky Note
NB  concession they make here - we should emphasize this to the max!

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
This is again important as it illustrates the value of what we are doing here



SJHVDM
Sticky Note
At par 11 and 12: NB - This again illustrates why this application is so important and necessary - we are doing everyone a huge service by bringing this to clear up the current legal confusion and subsequent unjust results to some consumers. It makes no sense to say this lack of uniformity can be expected from competitors - they are all supposed to act according to the legislation?!





SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Yes, this is what the act (definition states)

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
No, the act does not state this, and would have (as is the case with admin charges), if that was the intent of the legislature.

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Not deprive, but limit - the courts will still have their power within the guidelines set by legislation - this is how all court / legislation interplay functions. 



SJHVDM
Sticky Note
The incentive would be to clear their name / credit record and the creditor would have all the tools of collection / execution available to collect the debt. Also, consider the converse position, if costs were simply being added on an unrestricted basis for what are often small debts!





SJHVDM
Sticky Note
We will have to answer this - Suné mentioned that there is at least one case where this is the case.

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
I think the point is that after judgment there is very little protection offered by the relevant legislation to protect judgment debtors from abuse by creditors.



SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Will have to argue re the fact that judgment enforces the agreement's terms and doesn't create new terms.

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Still a PART (the legally enforceable part) of the initial agreement, not a new "portion" created out of thin air.

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Legal authority for and against this view?

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
I don't think our one reference to 123(6) was in this context and speaking to this intent. Taken out of context in this affidavit?

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
I don't follow the logic here





SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Nice concession for us. It may be "settled law", but it is not settled in the practice of law - we have many examples in this regard and it then speaks to our further prayers for these amounts to be repaid to our clients.



SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Part of costs of the cause (application), or do we need to amend the NoM? I asume we don't want to pay this ourself?

SJHVDM
Sticky Note
Good - supports our answer to the shoddy lis pendens defence of LSNP.



SJHVDM
Sticky Note
We dealt with this - Naude felt that we are giving a correct interpretation to the existing law, not changing it, although we have to agree that there was "uncertainty" about the law. Is that the test?










































